
Fishing tales from
Spinney Mountain
Reservoir
by Dave Gibson

I know that when the days grow
shorter and the aspen leaves begin
turning yellow, my fall fishing trip
is not far away. 
Although I enjoy angling the local

streams throughout the summer , it
is once in the spring and fall that
my fishing buddy, Bill, and I take
his boat to Colorado reservoirs for
a chance at big fish. Spinney
Mountain Reservoir near Hartsel
in South Park has been our autumn
choice lately where you have an
opportunity to land hefty rainbow,
Snake River cutthroat, and brown
trout. Introduced in 1956, monster
northern pike can also be taken.
Designated Gold Metal Water
where only artificial flies and lures
may be used, the possession bag
limit on trout is one at least 20
inches in length. The trout that we
catch are almost always 19 ½ inch-
es long. There is no limit on pike. 

Arriving on a tranquil Sunday
afternoon, we launch the boat. I
don't believe that you need to be
fishing at dawn to catch fish and
find early evening to be the most
productive for me. Besides, I'm
still tired in the morning and would
rather sleep in a bit. We motor
across the reservoir and I ask Bill
in a matter of fact manner what
lure I should use. He chuckles and
looks away. He knows from years
of fishing with me that I only use

one lure - a black and gold Panther
Martin. Like going to a familiar
restaurant and ordering the same
dish every time, it works for me.
Bill's tackle box contains every
lure known to man designed to
catch all known species of fish.
After only a few casts Bill hauls in
a nice 22 inch northern pike. We
are encouraged and envision three
days of nonstop action. We should
know better for Spinney while
known for big fish, does not give
them up easily especially to fisher-
man of our skill level. I catch a
couple of "hammer handles"
(small pike) and Bill adds a few
more. Rain cuts our day short and
we head down the road for camp at
Eleven Mile Reservoir.

Starting out earlier the next day
through open range, I come across
a group of donkeys standing in the
road. They approach me looking
for a handout. Cattle, horses, buf-
falo, and pronghorn antelope also
graze here. The bison herd looks
smaller this year. In March of 2008
disgruntled neighbors shot and
killed 32 of them. Mountain
bluebirds scatter ahead of my car
on the way to the reservoir as a
jackrabbit scurries across the grav-
el road.

Today begins with high expecta-
tions as does any day of fishing. I
am hoping for some good trout,
but the northern pike seem to be
easier to catch. Last year I pulled
out a five and an eight pound pike
from these waters without catching
a single trout. Armed with a steel
leader and a Panther Martin, I am
determined to land the other giant

pike that sheered my line with their
razor-sharp teeth in 2008. The
morning fishes slow, but we don't
digress to talk about how beautiful
it is outside and how good it is just
to "get away." We reserve that non-
sense only for the end of fishing
trips where we get "skunked."
Suddenly, my pole bends with a
couple of quick jerks from what
feels to be a good sized trout! After
a few more tugs of my pole the
action stops and I figure that I am
"hung up" on a weed or stick

minus the trout. Maneuvering our
craft to the other side, I whip my
rod back to free my lure with suc-
cess. To my surprise, the fish is
still on when he breaks the surface
with repeated acrobatic displays. It
is a rainbow and might measure
20 inches! The pink of its sides and
gill plates glisten brightly in the
sun. Upon careful examination he
comes in at a fat 19 ½" and is
released. Trophy pike are great, but
trout fight better. I am glad to have
finally landed one! Later that after-

noon with thunder and lightning
approaching, coyotes begin to yip
as if telling one another that it is
time to take cover . American
white pelicans gather on the bank.
We continue fishing when I hook
into another trout! A golden flash
beneath the surface tells me that it
is a German brown. He wriggles
and runs in all directions. Trying to
shake the lure, he slaps his tail on
the water during his jumps!
Securely netted, the hook-jawed
male measures 18 ½".

The next day as usual, Spinney is
relinquishing its fish reluctantly .
Bill's luck has turned south. He is
talking to his wife on his cell
phone when my rod bends precipi-
tously. There is no mistaking a big
fish on the end of your line and this
one definitely qualifies! He is tak-
ing line with each successive run!
Pointing under the boat, my rod tip
is arced completely over almost
touching the water! Bill hangs up
his phone. After several passes we
manage to land him balancing the
small net under his midsection and
flinging him aboard. I free the lure
avoiding his pointy teeth. Unlike
the graceful streamlined trout that I
caught earlier, this pike seems
plodding and prehistoric. The big
pike that I had hoped to catch is fil-
leted. He weighs four pounds and
is 30 inches long. Next spring we
will try for big fish once again. 
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The one that didn't get
away...
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TOP: This big, 30” norther pike “smiles” at the author.
BOTTOM: A beautiful and graceful German brown trout.
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